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When it comes to ultimate
home comfort solutions,
there’s only One…
We are totally focussed on developing products that let you experience ultimate home comfort.
We are committed to delivering simple solutions by introducing meaningful innovations that are
truly universal.
With our products sold in over 13,000 stores across Europe, we are a true specialist when it comes
to digital audio-video accessories.
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When it comes to
understanding what users want,
there’s only One…
One For All® is the consumer brand of Universal Electronics Inc., the world leader in wireless control
solutions. In our almost 22-year existence, we have introduced the most user-friendly products
to the market in our role as a technology partner to the major players and brands in the home
entertainment industry. As a result, we have gained extensive knowledge of how consumers all
over the world interact with their devices.
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‹‹‹‹‹

It is, therefore, no coincidence that most of the A-brand, consumer electronics hardware
manufacturers and Subscription Broadcasting companies use our technology for their devices.
Over 250,000,000 consumers all over the world interact with Universal Electronics technology
every day.
That is why One For All®, like no other, is able to come up with new, interactive ways of
enhancing a user’s experience.
›››››
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It is not the number of codes included in the handset that makes the most reliable remote, but the codes’
relevance to specific markets and habits. That is what makes UEI’s code database unique within the
industry. With over 1,000,000 universal remote controls equipped with UEI technology sold every week,
the UEI Device Codes Database is the largest and most comprehensive in the world.
The fact that we have device capture-centres located throughout the world means that our database is
continuously updated with device codes for the new products coming to the market every day.
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When it comes to
a guarantee to work all brands
there’s only One…
To reinforce our expansion efforts in terms of product portfolio, our database, which until now has only
included IR codes, is now expanding to include much more data about the size, weight, inputs, VESA
standards and other metadata, of all existing TV sets and other A/V equipment. This knowledge helps us
develop new products with which we can provide comprehensive universal solutions.
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When it comes to simplicity
there’s only One…
Despite the increasing complexity and digitalisation of home entertainment, most customers
simply want to enjoy their products, without hassle and without having to spend hours setting
them up and making them work properly. We are, however, fully aware of the fact that there
are always a few unanswered questions, no matter how simple and straightforward set-up
procedures may be.
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That is why we provide the in-house One For All® Customer Care Centre to care for and learn
from our users. We truly believe that ultimate home comfort is not something our clients
and users should have to figure out for themselves. It is something they should just be able
to enjoy!
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"One remote for all my
devices? Why not?"
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Award winning user-friendliness,
performance and design

Universal
Remote
Controls

One For All® Universal
Remote Controls
A One For All® universal remote control is, in fact, an extension of
you and allows you to control, expand and enhance the multimedia experience throughout your home. Meaningful innovative
technology packaged into a stylish and easy-to-use device which
serves one sole purpose, to make your life more enjoyable. One
For All® Universal Remote Controls are truly universal and come
with a guarantee to work with ALL brands. The devices are
divided into three main categories and you can rest assured that
there will be a universal remote control that will exactly meet
your requirements, lifestyle and budget.
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“I just want a simple remote to do
what it’s supposed to do…”
No nonsense, no fuss. Just a Universal Remote Control to simply operate your
TV or up to 4 devices within your home entertainment set-up. The Basic Line
of universal remote controls make great replacements for lost or broken
remotes, while the Zapper is perfect as an ‘extra’ for the TV in the kitchen or
bedroom to add a bit of simplicity to your life…

Perfectly simple
UNIVERSAL
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Universal
One remote controlling
multiple devices and different
brands. Thanks to the world’s
most comprehensive One For
All® device codes database, we
guarantee that your remote
will work with any device from
any brand.

DIGITAL TV

Digital TV
Controls multiple digital TV
services, as provided by your
Subscription Broadcasting
company and interacts with
your digital set top box.

QUICK & EASY SET-UP

Quick & Easy Set up
One-off set-up code entry
for each device. Every device
from each brand works with
a unique code which you can
find in the remote control’s
user manual. Simply enter the
code which corresponds to
the device type and brand you
wish to operate. It’s as simple
as that.

SERVICE & SUPPORT

Service & Support
Peace of mind for customer
and consumers. Our award
winning Customer Care Centre
focuses on making sure that
customers can always control
the device of their choice.
In the unlikely event that a
specific code is not available
or recognised, we will ask
the consumer to send us the
original remote control and
will upgrade the One For All®
device free of charge.

Basic

Comfort Line 3

Zapper

• Operates: television, DVD
and VCR, up to 3 devices
• Comfort grip that blends
into the palm of your hand
• Easy control island for
quickmenu navigation
• Special features: teletext,
Fastext, Menu Control

• Easy use of basic functions
• Easy set-up without original
remote

QUICK & EASY SET-UP

URC 7931

QUICK & EASY SET-UP

URC 6210

COMFORT GRIP

EASY NAVIGATION
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Basic

Slim Line 4
• Operates: TV, Plasma, LCD, Projector, DVD,
Satellite, Cable, DVB-T Boxes and VCR,
up to 4 devices
• Preprogrammed for easy-setup
• Replaces lost or broken remotes including
Freeview/DVB-T remotes
• Includes Freeview/DVB-T special functions
Info, Guide, Exit

Slim Line
The Slim Line universal remotes are the perfect choice if you need
to replace a lost or broken remote. No more messing around with
sticky tape to hold the batteries in place!

QUICK & EASY SET-UP

ULTRA SLIM

URC 3940
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Slim Line 2

Slim Line TV

• Operates: TV, Plasma, LCD, Projektor, Satellite,
Cable, DVB-T Boxes, up to 2 devices
• Preprogrammed for easy-setup
• Replaces lost or broken remotes including
Freeview/DVB-T remotes
• Includes DVB-T/Freeview special functions
Info, Guide, Exit

• Operates TV, Plasma,
LCD or Projector
• Preprogrammed for
easy-setup
• Replaces lost or broken remotes

QUICK & EASY SET-UP

URC 3920

QUICK & EASY SET-UP

URC 3910

ULTRA SLIM

ULTRA SLIM
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“To control all my home entertainment devices,
I want simplicity and optimal comfort.”
The name says it all: Comfort. Universal remotes that are designed to fit perfectly in your hand, can be
used effortlessly and, thanks to One For All’s SimpleSet, are very easy to install. Whether your home is
hectic or relaxed, whether you need a stylish remote or prefer one that can take the knocks of family
life, there’s a Comfort remote to suit your way of fully enjoying your home entertainment equipment.

COMBI CONTROL
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COMBI CONTROL
Control your TV and set-topbox as if they were one. The
automatically installed Combi
Control button allows you to
control the TV volume and
your set-top-box channels
without having to switch the
One For All® remote’s control
mode.

ONE FOR ALL SIMPLE SET

1, 2, 3 SIMPLE SET
Just three key-presses to
set up your brand. The
simplest way to set up your
devices to work with One For
All® universal remote control.
No need to enter device
codes. The remote does it all,
automatically, for the 10 most
popular brands per device
type.

LEARNING FUNCTION

LEARNING
Add any function from your
original remote control.
By activating the learning
mode you can copy a specific
function from your original
remote to any key on your
One For All®. Simply point
the original remote control
towards the front of the One
For All® and press the key on
which you want to locate this
function. Then press the key
you want to copy, and repeat
for more functions.

Comfort

One For All® SimpleSet
Set-up your device in 3 easy steps.

1

2

1

Hold down the "magic" key on your One For All® remote

2

Select the device you want to operate, e.g. TV

3

3

Press and hold a numeric key corresponding with your device brand, as indicated in
	
the brand list supplied with the remote , and wait until the selected device (e.g. TV)
switches off. The TV can now be controlled with the One For All® remote control.
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Comfort

Essence 4
• Operates TV, Satelite/Cable/Freeview Boxes, DVD, Amplifier/
Tuner, Home Cinema, up to 4 devices
• Combi Control: Control your TV and Set-Top-Box
as if they were one
• One For All® SimpleSet: 3 steps to setup your device
• Ultra Wide Angle: up to 160 degree IR performance
• 100% compatible: learn functions from your original remote
• Dedicated Keys for Digital Viewing

Essence Line
Control your home entertainment system with simplicity.
Make your digital TV watching experience easier to control.
The Combi Control function enables you to control the TV
and the set-top-box as if they are one.

ONE FOR ALL SIMPLE SET

ULTRA WIDE ANGLE

COMBI CONTROL

URC 7140
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LEARNING FUNCTION

Essence 3

Essence 2

Essence TV

• Operates TV, LCD, Plasma, Satelite/Cable/
Freeview Boxes, DVD, up to 3 devices
• Combi Control: Control your TV and
Set-Top-Box as if they were one
• One For All® SimpleSet: 3 steps to setup
your device
• Ultra Wide Angle -up to 160 degree
IR performance
• Dedicated Keys for Digital Viewing

• Operates TV, LCD, Plasma, Satelite/
Cable/Freeview Boxes, up to 2 devices
• Combi Control -Control your TV and
Set-Top-Box as if they were one
• One For All® SimpleSet: 3 steps
to setup your device
• Ultra Wide Angle -up to 160 degree
IR performance
• Dedicated Keys for Digital Viewing

• Operates TV, LCD, Plasma,
including functions of
integrated digital tuner
• One For All® SimpleSet:
3 steps to setup your device
• Ultra Wide Angle: up to 160
degree IR performance
• Dedicated Keys for
Digital Viewing

ONE FOR ALL SIMPLE SET

URC 7130

BLACK & WHITE DESIGN

ONE FOR ALL SIMPLE SET

URC 7120

ONE FOR ALL SIMPLE SET

URC 7110

ULTRA WIDE ANGLE

ULTRA WIDE ANGLE

COMBI CONTROL

COMBI CONTROL

ULTRA WIDE ANGLE
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Comfort

Digital 5

Protecto 4

• Operates TV, DVD, Sat/Cable/DVB-T plus
surround AMP and VCR
• Digi Functions™ for instant and complete
control of all digital set-topbox functions
• Learning function for easy addition of original
remote functions

• Operates TV (LCD, Plasma & Projectors), Settop box (Cable, Satellite & Terrestrial), DVD
Player/Recorder and Amplifier
• Ultimate shock proof design
• Quick & easy setup
• Special features including Macro & Learning
• Ideal for TV/Set-top box/DVD/AMP remote
replacement

QUICK & EASY SET-UP

URC 7557
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QUICK & EASY SET-UP

URC 3741

DIGI FUNCTIONS

SHOCK-PROOF

LEARNING FUNCTION

LEARNING FUNCTION

Smart Control 6 + 3

• Controls all your digital equipment incl. HDTV, DVB-T, IPTV, Blu-ray,
iPod docks, Home Cinema, PS2, Xbox 360 and many more
• ONE FOR ALL SMART CONTROL - One button to control your devices
simultaneously (Watch TV, Watch Movie and Listen to Music)
• ONE FOR ALL SIMPLE SET - 3 steps to setup your brand
• Dedicated keys for Blu-ray players, iPod docks and media playback
from video game consoles such as PS2 and Xbox 360
• Learning - add any function of your original remote

Smart Control
The SmartControl is the perfect universal remote for controlling all
your HD digital equipment. It features One For All® SmartControl
technology that enables you to control your primary devices’ main
functions simultaneously, without switching between device modes.
It is the first universal remote control to make controlling your different home entertainment devices truly seamless, including even
Blu-ray, iPod, MP3 players and Game Consoles.

ONE FOR ALL SIMPLE SET

LEARNING FUNCTION

SMART CONTROL

iPod

DOCKS
URC 7960

BACKLIT
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“Full control. No matter what,
no matter when, no matter where.
That’s what I want.”

If you would rather not compromise on functionality or convenience, a universal remote in the Advanced series is perfect for you.
It combines elegance, ergonomic simplicity, state-of-the-art technology and incredible ease of use. Experience the power of having
complete control of your home entertainment environment and optimal interactivity. Just make it work exactly the way you want
it to, by personalising any command and by creating different favourites lists.
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Advanced

SO SIMPLE

SO ADVANCED

SO PERSONAL

SO SIMPLE
Believe it or not, the Xsight™
remote is so incredibly easy to
set-up that you do not even
need a manual. Just follow the
instructions on the screen in
your local language and you
will be ready in a matter of
minutes.

SO ADVANCED
The Xsight™ remote allows you
to control up to 18 devices
from virtually any brand you
can think of. Activity control
even allows you to operate
more than one device with a
single press of a button. And
the unique EZ-RC™ internet
application means you can
fine-tune all advanced settings
and make it truly yours.

SO PERSONAL
The colour screen is easily
personalised to suit you
and every other user in your
home. Imagine a personalised
channel list, enhanced with
familiar channel logos. Your
personal way of taking control.
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Advanced

RF Extender

Xsight™ Touch

• Control your equipment
inside cabinets with Xsight™
Touch RF Extender

•
•
•
•
•
•

Xsight™
Forget everything you might know or anything anyone might
have told you about installing universal remote controls.
The Xsight™ completely resets the standard in installation
simplicity and advanced functionality. It enables you to fully
personalise and customise settings for each individual user.
It operates up to 18 different devices, no matter what brand or
type, yesterday’s, today’s and even those of the future. With the
revolutionary EZ-RC™ web-setup, fully-enhanced installation of
the revolutionary Xsight™ really is child’s play.

Operates up to 18 devices
Touchscreen and touchslide control
No manual required for set-up
Activity control
Create your own profile and screens, including channel logo’s
Including stylish charging cradle

SO PERSONAL

SO ADVANCED

SO SIMPLE

URC 8603
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Xsight™ Color

Xsight™ Plus

Xsight™ Lite

• Operates up to 18 devices
• Colour screen and easy access to
all major functions
• No manual required for set-up
• Activity control
• Create your own profile and
screens, including channel logo’s

• Controls up to 12 devices
from virtually every brand
• Wizard-guided on remote
setup (no manual needed)
• Colour screen for quick and
easy navigation
• Activity control
• Backlight for easy navigation
in dark conditions

• Controls up to 6 devices
from virtually every brand
• Wizard-guided on remote
setup (no manual needed)
• Colour screen for quick and
easy navigation
• Activity control

SO PERSONAL

SO PERSONAL

SO PERSONAL

URC 8602

URC 8620

URC 8610

SO ADVANCED

SO ADVANCED

SO ADVANCED

SO SIMPLE

SO SIMPLE

SO SIMPLE
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“Crystal clear reception for the
sharpest picture and the
purest sound, without a fuss.”
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Aerials

SIGNAL CLEAR RECEPTION

SignalClear Technology
for best signal quality.
Boosts picture quality, not
interference. Especially for
DVB-T / Freeview reception.

FILTER

Built-in Noise Filter
One For All® incorporates
multiple stages of signal
filtering to take out irrelevant
signals from Bluetooth, WiFi,
DECT and other RF (Radio
Frequency) devices and
minimise signal interference
from other external sources.
The built-in noise filter ensures
that only relevant digital
information is passed through
the tuner and provides
crystal clear reception and
the “purest” signal.

GSM BLOCK FILTER

Built-in Filter+
In addition to the built-in noise
filter, Filter+ is an extra stage of
active filtering and includes a
GSM block filter that prevents
external GSM interference from
blocking the signal. It ensures
crystal clear reception of digital
signals.

Full HD performance
The HD design line aerials are
designed for the best possible
reception. Patch Technology
enables maximum signal
capture for next generation
HD broadcast signals. With
wide, ultra wide and 360°
reception angles, it enhances
the performance of every
HD-ready or full-HD TV, Set Top
Box and even Computer and
Playstation (PlayTV).

At One For All® we take pride in combining functionality and design.
When designing aerials our priority is to ensure the best possible reception. Whether you still receive conventional analogue broadcasts or have
already made the transition to Terrestrial Digital Video Broadcasts (DVB-T),
you can choose between indoor and outdoor aerials plus stylish indoor
specials that blend in with modern home interiors. Aerials that look great
but don’t shout about it...
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“I want value for money.
Actually, a lot of value…”

Value Line
Designed for crystal clear signal reception, the One For All® conventional indoor aerials
feature innovative technology that enhances picture quality. With or without an amplifier.
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Value Line

SV-9153

SV-9143

SV-9033

• For perfect reception of
DVB-T (Freeview) television
and DAB radio signals
• Compatible with HD signals
• Adjustable amplifier to boost
signal gain up to 45dB
• Minimal interference
through the active noise
reduction filters,including
GSM block filter

• For perfect reception of
DVB-T (Freeview) television
and DAB radio signals
• Compatible with HD signals
• Adjustable amplifier to boost
signal gain up to 42dB
• Minimal interference
through the active noise
reduction filters

• For perfect reception of
DVB-T (Freeview) television
and DAB radio signals
• Passive Filter

FILTER

GSM BLOCK FILTER

FILTER

PASSIVE FILTER

FULLY ADJUSTABLE

FULLY ADJUSTABLE

FULLY ADJUSTABLE

SIGNAL CLEAR RECEPTION

SIGNAL CLEAR RECEPTION
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“Perfect reception, even where there
is no aerial connection available kitchen, study , caravan.”

Performance Line
If you live in a DVB-T/Freeview enabled area, a One For All® digital aerial will provide
crystal-clear sound and superb picture quality. Built-in amplifiers and filters ensure
optimum reception of interference-free digital TV and radio signals.
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Performance
Line

SV-9365

SV-9360

SV-9305

• For perfect reception of
DVB-T (Freeview) television
and DAB radio signals
• Compatible with HD signals
• Adjustable amplifier to boost
signal gain up to 46dB
• Minimal interference
through the active noise
reduction filters, including
GSM block filter

• For perfect reception of
DVB-T (Freeview) television
and DAB radio signals
• Compatible with HD signals
• Adjustable amplifier to boost
signal gain up to 45dB
• Minimal interference
through the active noise
reduction filters

• For perfect reception of
DVB-T (Freeview) television
and DAB radio signals
• Compatible with HD signals
• Minimal interference
through the triple noise
reduction filters

3X NOISE FILTER

3X NOISE FILTER

3X NOISE FILTER

SIGNAL CLEAR TECHNOLOGY

SIGNAL CLEAR TECHNOLOGY

METAL REFLECTION SHIELD
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“I used to hide my aerial.
Now I don’t need to.”

Design Line
An aerial doesn’t have to look like an aerial! Aerials in the One For All® Design Line range
don’t. They blend harmoniously with your interior yet still ensure superlative reception. An
aerial that looks great but doesn’t shout about it…
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Design
Line

SV-9215

SV-9323

SV-9310

• For perfect reception of
DVB-T (Freeview) television
and DAB radio signals
• Compatible with HD signals
• Amplifier to boost signal
gain up to 41dB
• Minimal interference
through the active noise
reduction filters

• For perfect reception of
DVB-T (Freeview) television
and DAB radio signals
• Adjustable amplifier to boost
signal gain up to 38dB
• Minimal interference
through the active noise
reduction filters

• For perfect reception of
DVB-T (Freeview) television
and DAB radio signals
• Amplifier to boost signal
gain up to 18dB
• Minimal interference
through the active noise
reduction filters

FILTER

FILTER

FILTER

ULTRA FLAT

HORIZONTAL POSITION

ADJUSTABLE POSITION
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“An aerial that blends in with
your interior. Design with a function.
That suits me and my lifestyle.”

Full HD Design Line
An indoor aerial with innovative multi-patch technology for a true 360° reception angle, a
small stylish indoor aerial and the SV 9380 make up the full HD design line. The Full HD
Design Line adds a new dimension to the design.
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Full HD
Design
Line

SV-9390

SV-9380

SV-9325

• For perfect reception of
DVB-T (Freeview) television
and DAB radio signals
• Adjustable amplifier to boost
signal gain up to 43dB
• Minimal interference
through the active noise
reduction filters, including
GSM block filter

• For perfect reception of
DVB-T (Freeview) television
and DAB radio signals
• Adjustable amplifier to boost
signal gain up to 42dB
• Minimal interference
through the active noise
reduction filters, including
GSM block filter

• For perfect reception of
DVB-T (Freeview) television
and DAB radio signals
• Adjustable amplifier to boost
signal gain up to 42dB
• Minimal interference
through the active noise
reduction filters, including
GSM block filter
• Wall mounting option

FILTER+

TOUCH CONTROL AMPLIFIER

360º RECEPTION

MULTIPLE PLACEMENT

FILTER+

FILTER+

WIDE ANGLE RECEPTION

WIDE ANGLE RECEPTION

ADDITIONAL POWER OPTION
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“I was looking for the easiest
way to get the best reception
possible. And I found it…”

SV-9350
• Amplified Antenna with up
to 36dB gain
• For perfect reception of
DVB-T/Freeview television
and DAB radio signals
• HD ready (VHF/UHF)
• IP55 Class dust and
waterproof
• Incl. 6m Cable & Connectors

Professional Line
Lightweight, compact and easy to install, the One For All® digital outdoor
aerials are the best choice to improve digital terrestrial signal reception and
experience full quality digital TV.

FILTER+

ALL WEATHER PROOF
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Professional
Line

SV-9355

SV-9352

SV-9351

• High Power, triple boom 45
Elements Antenna
• For perfect reception of
DVB-T/ Freeview television
• HD ready (UHF)
• Up to 15dB Gain, 28dB front
back ratio
• CAI Certified Class 2 Quality
• Incl. 12m Cable & Connectors

• Strong 43 Elements Antenna
• For perfect reception of
DVB-T/ Freeview television
• HD ready (UHF)
• Up to 12dB Gain, 24dB front
back ratio
• CAI Certified Class 2 Quality
• Incl. 12m Cable &
Connectors

• Compact 14 Elements
Antenna
• For perfect reception
of DVB-T/ Freeview
television
• HD ready (UHF)
• Up to 12 dB Gain,
24dB front back ratio
• CAI Certified Class 3
Quality
• Incl. 10m Cable &
Connectors

Easy to Assemble and Install
A pre-assembled device and easy-to-connect parts ensure that your outdoor aerial
is installed in just a few steps. Attachment materials and cables with connectors are
included.

Professional Quality
One For All® aerials deliver the best performance over the years. Professional
quality is guaranteed by meeting the standards set by the Confederation of Aerial
Industries Ltd (CAI) to ensure high quality products for professional use.
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“I want total freedom to locate
my TV where I want and sit
wherever I choose in my living room.”
40

Wall
Mounts

At One For All® we are totally focussed on enhancing your home entertainment experiences. One of those experiences is a perfect view of your TV. All
One For All® wall mounts are very strong constructions which offer different
types of movement and excellent, innovative features and benefits that ensure
the best viewing position. They fit all brands and sizes of flat-screens, are easy
to install and are guaranteed to hold the relevant weight.
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“I want a secure system that gives me
an optimal viewing experience.”

Smart Series
No hassle with the Smart wall mount range which combines Flat&Tilt, Tilt&Turn and Full Motion movement
with functionalities such as Cable Management, Safety Lock and Easy installation solutions.
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Smart
Series

Universal Mounting
Standard VESA and adjustable
mounting ensure maximum
compatibility.

Safety Lock
Makes sure the screen stays
on the wall mount during
adjustment.

Cable Management
The SMART series product with
arm includes cable guidance
inside the arm.

Easy Install
Quick installation guide,
drilling template and supplied
screws ensure quick and easy
installation.
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Smart
Series

10 year warranty
The Smart Series wall mount designs are

SV-3430

SV-3420

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

manufactured from the most durable materials.
That is why One For All® is able to provide
a 10-year warranty.

•

Smart Series
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•
•
•

Wall Mount for LCD TV
Holds Up to 40” screens and 25 kg
Features Full Cable management
Tiltable 5° up and 15°down for flexible
positioning
Rigid doublearm construction for easy turn to
position the LCD TV
Usable for corner mount
Basis plate supports up to VESA 200x200
Additional Universal adapters enable to use
up to TV’s with 400x300 fixing

Wall Mount for LCD TV
Holds Up to 40” screens and 30 kg
Features Full Cable management
Tiltable 5° up and 15°down for flexible
positioning
• Rigid single arm construction for easy turn to
position the LCD TV
• Basis plate supports up to VESA 200x200
• Additional Universal adapters enable to use
up to TV’s with 400x300 fixing

SV-3510

SV-3310

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Wall Mount for LCD TV / Plasma
Holds Up to 52” screens
Close to the wall 36mm
1 fixed position for tilt 15° to enhance the
viewing experience
• Up to VESA 600x400
• Solid rigid construction up to 50 kg
• Build in spirit leveler for easy adjusting

Wall Mount for LCD TV
Holds Up to 32” screens
Close to the wall 42mm
4 fixed positions for tilt to enhance the
viewing experience
• VESA 75, 100 and 200x200
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“I don’t want a bulky piece of metal
attached to my valuable design TV.”

Excellence Series
The Excellence product range combines excellent design with various, different types of movement. High standard features
and benefits, such as Light Weight Aluminium construction, Full Cable Management, Anti Theft and easy installation options offer
the best possible solution and maximise your flat TV viewing experience.
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Excellence
Series

Light Weight
Aluminium construction for
lightweight solution.

Anti Theft
To prevent theft of your screen.

Cable Management
The Excellence series product
with arm includes cable
guidance inside the arm.

Easy Install
Quick installation guide,
drilling template and supplied
screws ensure quick and easy
installation.
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Excellence
Series

Lifetime warranty
The Excellence Series. Designed and produced

SV-4820

SV-4720

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

with care and conscientious attention to detail and
manufactured using the most durable materials.
We are so sure of the quality that we offer a lifetime
guarantee.

•

Excellence Series
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•
•
•

Wall Mount for LCD TV
Holds Up to 65" screens and 50 kg
Features Full Cable management
Tiltable 5° up and 15° down for flexible
positioning
Dual rigid doublearm construction for easy
turn to position the LCD TV
Usable for corner mount
Basis plate supports up to VESA 800x400
Additional Universal adapters enable to use
up to TVs with 800 x 400 fixing

•
•
•
•

Wall Mount for LCD TV
Holds Up to 40” screens and 30kg
Features Full Cable management
Tiltable 3° up and 17°down for
flexible positioning
Rigid single arm construction for
easy turn to position the LCD TV
Vesa Compatible up to 400x300
Universal connection to adjust to
max 460x370
Light Weight Aluminum
construction

SV-4620

SV-4310

SV-4210

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wall Mount for LCD TV
Holds Up to 32” screens and 30 kg
Features Full Cable management
Tiltable 3° up and 17°down for flexible
positioning
• Rigid single arm construction for easy turn to
position the LCD TV
• Basis plate supports up to VESA 200x200
• Light Weight Aluminum construction

Wall Mount for LCD | Plasma TV
Holds Up to 65” screens
Close to the wall with only 39mm
3 fixed posotion for tilt 0/7/12°
Truly universal up to 865x535 fixing
Up to Vesa 800x400
Screen protection lock prevents screen
to fall off
• Anti Theft mechanism
• Build in spirit leveler for easy adjusting

Wall Mount for LCD | Plasma TV
Holds Up to 40” screens
Close to the wall with only 33mm
3 fixed posotion for tilt 0/5/10°
Truly universal up to 660x375 fixing
Up to Vesa 600x300
Screen protection lock prevents
screen to fall off
• Anti Theft mechanism
• Build in spirit leveler for easy
adjusting
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“I want to safely clean my valuable equipment
for the best home entertainment experience.”
50

Care &
Maintenance

Disc Cleaning
• Soft & safe cleaning
solutions for all your discs
maintenance

Screen Cleaning
• Safe & non-toxic removal of
dirt, dust and fingerprints
from all screens, including
fine quality LCD, Plasma and
LED screens

Keep it
as good as new
It is important to take good care of your devices and media
carriers in order to fully enjoy and experience your multi media
equipment. One For All® has, therefore, developed several high
standard cleaning and maintenance products which ensure the
best picture quality by safely cleaning and removing scratches
from your CDs, DVDs or Blu-ray discs. They will keep your valuable equipment and devices as good as new.
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Disc
Cleaning

SV-8350
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DVD/Blu-ray
Lens Cleaner

CD Lens Cleaner

CD/DVD
Scratch Repair

Prevent movie glitches &
games freezing
• 8-brush cleaning system,
for safe removal of dust and
dirt from the laser lens of the
DVD/Blu-ray player
• Extra Micro Fibre cloth, to
keep your discs perfectly
clean and dry

Avoid CD skipping
• 6-brush cleaning system,
for safe removal of dust and
dirt from the laser lens of the
disc player
• Extra Micro Fibre cloth, to
keep your discs perfectly
clean and dry

Restore your valuable discs
• Repair your optical discs in 3
easy steps: Polish-Buff-Clean
• 2-sided repair pad, to
minimise number of
scratches

SV-8336

SV-8510

Screen
Cleaning

SV-8450

LCD
Screen Cleaner Pro

LCD
Screen Cleaner

LCD
Screen Cleaner

Scratch-free soft cleaning
• All-in one cleaning system
• Perfect grip for your
cleaning convenience
• Micro Fibre material, for
gentle & streaking-free
polish of your screen
• Dispenser with cleaning
fluid and free refill included

Scratch-free soft cleaning
• Cleans all screens (LCD/
Plasma/ LED/ TFT)
• Micro Fibre cloth, for gentle
& streaking-free polish of
your screen
• Cloth storage clip, for easy
storage and drying of the
cloth
• Includes 250ml cleaning
fluid

Scratch-free soft cleaning
• Cleans all screens (LCD/
Plasma/ LED/ TFT)
• Micro Fibre cloth, for gentle
& streaking-free polish of
your screen
• Cloth storage clip, for easy
storage and drying of the
cloth
• Includes 120ml cleaning
fluid

SV-8415

SV-8410
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“I never want to be
out of power.”
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Charging
Solutions

Energy efficient solutions

Simply Click and Charge!
Struggling with different chargers for different devices has come to an end. Locate
all your chargers in one place, without the hassle of cables lying around your home.
Never have to search for the right charger to fit your phone, camera or iPod again.

Always have a reliable charger with you when travelling. Wherever you are, your
own travel power-pack will supply you with enough power for your portable
devices, even when there are no power sockets available.

While on the road, turn your cigarette lighter socket into a charging station for your
portable devices. With the car power socket you can even have your own reliable
220V power source on the go, to safely charge your laptop. That’s what the One For
All® Power solutions are all about.
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Home

Multi Charger
Simply Click:
• Simple set-up
• No more wires
• Wall mountable
• Cable management
Smart Charge:
• LED feedback
• Turbo charging
• Auto Shut Off
• Reduced Power
Consumption

PW 1130

Smart Charge

Simply Click

LED Feedback

Turbo Charging

Simply Set-up

No Wires

Auto Shut Off

Reduced Power

Wall Mountable

Cable Management

Consumption
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7 most popular tips included. More tips available via www.oneforall.com

Travel

7 most popular tips included.
More tips available via www.oneforall.com

Universal Travel
Charger

Travel Battery Pack
7 most popular tips included.

Simply Click:
• Two Power Plugs (UK & EU)
• Retractable Cord
• USB Connector
• Easy Tip System
Smart Charge:
• Power Indicator
• Fast Charging
• Reduced Power
Consumption
• Auto Shut Off

PW 1510

More tips available via www.oneforall.com

Simply Click:
• Two Power Plugs (UK & EU)
• Retractable Cord
• USB Connector
• Easy Tip System
Smart Charge:
• Extra Power (1050mAh)
• Battery Indicator
• Fast Charging
• Auto Shut Off

Smart Charge

Simply Click

PW 2210

Smart Charge

Simply Click

Power Indicator

Fast Charging

USB Connection

Two Power Plugs (UK & EU)

Battery Indicator

Fast Charging

USB Connector

Two Power Plugs (UK & EU)

Wall Mountable

Auto Shut Off

Easy Tip System

Retractable Cord

Extra Power (1050 mAh)

Auto Shut Off

Easy Tip System

Retractable Cord
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Car

7 most popular tips included.
More tips available via www.oneforall.com

Universal Car Charger

Universal Car Power Socket

Simply Click:
• Easy Tip System
• USB Connector
• Retractable Cord
Smart Charge:
• Turbo Charging
• Led Feedback
• Auto Shut Off

Simply Click:
• 220 Volt in your car
• Flexible cord (30-90 cm)
Smart Charge:
• LED Feedback
• Protects your car and device

PW 1610

PW 2110

Smart Charge

LED Feedback

Simply Click

LED Feedback

Easy Tip System

Smart Charge

USB Connector

LED Feedback

Simply Click

Protects your car and
device

Auto Shut Off
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Retractable cord

220 Volt in your car

Flexible cord
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One For All®
The specialist in universal audio-video accessories.
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